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A woman diagnosed with dissociative identity disorder reveals her harrowing journey from abuse
to recovery in this #1 New York Times bestselling autobiography written by her own multiple
personalities.Successful, happily married Truddi Chase began therapy hoping to find the
reasons behind her extreme anxiety, mood swings, and periodic blackouts. What emerged from
her sessions was terrifying: Truddi’s mind and body were inhabited by the Troops—ninety-two
individual voices that emerged to shield her from her traumatizing childhood.For years the
Troops created a world where she could hide from the pain of the ritualized sexual abuse she
suffered at the hands of her own stepfather—abuse that began when she was only two years
old. It was a past that Truddi didn’t even know existed, until she and her therapist took a journey
to where the nightmare began...Written by the Troops themselves, When Rabbit Howls is told by
the very alter-egos who stayed with Truddi Chase, watched over her, and protected her. What
they reveal is a spellbinding descent into a personal hell—and an ultimate, triumphant
deliverance for the woman they became.

Praise for When Rabbit Howls“Startling...stunning...powerful.”—The San Francisco
Chronicle“Perhaps the most extraordinary victim of multiple personalities on record. A
nightmarish story the reader cannot easily forget.”—The Chicago Tribune“Horrifying,
compelling...a shocking tale...extremely disturbing.”—Psychology Today“A fascinating
book...unusual and very emotionally touching.”—Dr. Cornelia Wilbur, the psychiatrist who
treated Sybil“An extraordinary story. [When Rabbit Howls] is the reconstruction, through therapy,
of the lost life of a woman so...abused by her stepfather that her only defense down the years
was to shatter into the Troops...no fewer than 92 different and autonomous personalities.”—The
Guardian (London)“Remarkable...alarmingly real and courageous.”—Toronto Sun“Fascinating,
provocative reading.”—Library Journal“The first book authored by a multiple personality...When
Rabbit Howls is a document that breaks the silence...a searing indictment of the crime of child
sexual abuse...a truly moving and thought-provoking work...an uplifting, inspiring story of a
survivor.”—Sojourner: The Women’s ForumAbout the AuthorTruddi Chase was the author of
When Rabbit Howls, a personal account of her abusive upbringing and her struggle with
dissociative identity disorder. She passed away in 2010.From Publishers WeeklyPhillips, a
Washington, D.C., therapist, explains that "The Troops" are the multiple
personalitiesapproximately 80 men and womenof the pseudonymous Truddi Chase, who first
consulted him in 1980. He further maintains that the patient, a successful businesswoman now
in her 50s, has been "asleep" since she was raped at the age of two by her stepfather, who
continued to sexually abuse her for 14 years. The cluster of personalities, speaking through a
troop member dubbed the "Recorder," talk about their suffering for the primary victim who, it is



also revealed, was mistreated by her mother as well. There are sensational episodes described
by beings identified as social Alvira, hard Nails, alert Gatekeeper and others. Although the
novelistic overtones in the text strain credibility, the book nonetheless proves to be a convincing,
affecting case study. Author Tour.Copyright 1987 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Library JournalThe strange world
inhabited by those afflicted with schizophrenia or multiple personality syndrome is virtually
impenetrable. By illuminating these convoluted worlds, both books make major contributions to
the understanding of mental illness. North began to exhibit manifestations of schizophrenia as a
child. Desite her acceptance of "voices" and "visions" as reality, the reader can easily identify
with her as she struggles through her schooling. She graphically descibes her breakdowns and
traumatic hospitalizations during her college years and in medical school. Her eventual success
in conquering her disability and attaining her goal of becoming a physician evokes a sense of
exhilaration. --Carol R. Glatt, New Jersey Bioethics Commission, TrentonCopyright 1987 Reed
Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Read more
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A. Dudley, “The bravest of journeys. I'm in awe at the intricacies and adaptability of the human
mind to be able to cope with horrors that are imposed by humans on to other
humans....especially babies and children.I read this book during the early 90's while I was in my
early 20's. Now almost 30 years later I have circled back around to it after experiencing a decade
of deep healing from DID myself. While I never experienced these kinds of horrors myself, I did
experience enough sexual abuse to divide into over a dozen alters.The story of The Troops has
reignited in me the importance of compassion and grace towards those around us that need our
understanding and not our judgements.Truddi, thank you for so bravely sharing your story and
journey. It lives on even after you have now passed on to a more peaceful Loving place.”

Jelly310, “Devastating. This book is so graphic it is very hard to read. My heart broke over and
over for this soul and all the souls inside her. I felt so much anger towards her mother for allowing
and participating in the torture of this poor baby. And to think this is just one story. Please protect
your children. Love them. Fight for them. Believe them when they say something is wrong. My
heart is heavy for this story”

wil41do, “When Rabbit Howls. This book is about the dark side of child sexual and physical
abuse. Trudy Chase ended up with over 21 different personalities in an effort to protect her from
things that hurt her.  Is a very deep read, but with a somewhat healing ending for her.”

Ebook TopsKAT, “Most Important Read. First I want to thank the troop formation for having the
incredible courage and resiliency to share their experiences.Please be assured your contribution
is of profound value to therapists, but especially other victims, me included.Your story has
cemented my determination to find out what really happened in my own past and why I have
feelings that don’t seem to connect up with anything or weird things; you have given me hope
that with a full examination and coming to terms, healing, finally; somewhere a fulfilling life might
be possible.”

RThayers, “Amazing book for Adults only!. This book is gut wrenching. It is not easy to read
based on the horrors and events that are described in this book. You find yourself crying and
wanting justice at the same time; you want to pick up this child and run her away into a safe
haven. This book helped me to find what I am going to school for now. I have bought 11 copies of
this book, one at a time. Each time, I lend it to a friend with the promise of return, and they never
give it back to me. I have re-read this book 5 times. WARNING-extremely graffic content.”

Paetyn Emmert, “Bitter sweet. I love reading true psych memoirs and nonfiction. This book was
difficult to read not only because the content was explicit, but the writing was sometime hard to
follow due to the MPD. The ending of the book did not really provide an ending at all which I will



not describe because I don’t want to ruin the ending for anyone. I do recommend this book
however because it does provide some insight on the difficulties a therapist and client endure
whilst attempting to integrate or even diagnose this disorder.”

Rachel Fuller, “Perfect for a psych student. This book was referred by one of my professors and I
ordered it on a whim. I could not put the book down. At times it was emotionally hard to read
(incest, sexual abuse and beastiality) however the travels of therapy were awe-striking. I do
recommend for anyone unfamiliar with multiple personality disorder read the therapists note in
the front so that you can comprehend where the book jumps around and why.”

Rosemary, “Disturbing. "Love it" are the wrong words to describe my rating, but this is a deeply
affecting book. I saw the author on Oprah years ago, and still remember her vividly. Be warned
that this is a very disturbing true story.”

Tracy, “Heavy reading. Heavy reading, had to be in the right frame of mind to read this as its
disturbing. Got a little 'lost' sometimes as the personalities switched without warning(could have
done with each personalities name in brackets maybe so could 'see them' moving in & out of the
conversations. Confusing in parts,but to be expected!”

Louise Bennett, “Heartbreaking, but ultimately uplifting. What happened to this lady was horrific
and this book does not shy away from the most unpleasant details. But although not a "happy"
ending, it is uplifting the way she managed to overcome the worst.  A very hard read, indeed.”

Zeena, “Good book small tiny print! Beware. The writing is tiny! The book is a fantastic read but if
you have problems with your eye sight even with glasses this is a hard book to read.”

ben sykes, “... me nightmares but in a small sense I was glad I read it. book gave me nightmares
but in a small sense I was glad I read it, not for the faint-hearted or non dissociative”

Lindy Lou, “Haven't read it yet, but learnt all about Truddi .... Haven't read it yet, but learnt all
about Truddi Chase many yrs ago, on Oprah, so need to be in right frame of mind, because I
know I am going to cry all the way through trying to read this.”

The book by Truddi Chase has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 1,445 people have provided feedback.
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